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INTEGRAL GEOMETRY METHODS ON DEFORMED

CATEGORIES TO GEOMETRICAL LANGLANDS

RAMIFICATIONS IN FIELD THEORY∗

PROF. DR. FRANCISCO BULNES

Abstract. Some derived categories and their deformed versions are used to
develop a theory of the ramifications of field studied in the geometrical Lang-
lands program to obtain the correspondences between moduli stacks and so-
lution classes represented cohomologically under integral geometry methods,
more specific, under use of the Penrose transform framework. The presented
work proposes the derived categories in geometrical Langlands ramifications
problem as a special characterizing of the ramified field whose ramifications
can be identified as degenerated cycles corresponding to orbits of twisted D
-modules of certain Moduli space that can be induced by an appropriate Zuck-
erman functor obtained by a generalized Penrose transform developed on de-
rived categories of the moduli space MFlat(G,C ), obtaining classes of objects
in a moduli space MHiggs(G,C ). Using induced cohomology on generalized
G -modules are identified generalized versions of Verma modules correspond-
ing to three categories that have been identified as classes of a Hecke category
HG∧,∞ , and that classify the three type solutions in the Field theory.

1. Introduction

The integral geometry methods are the techniques that could be the more natu-
rally applied to the study of the characterization of the moduli stacks and solution
classes (cohomologically represented) obtained under the study of the kernels of the
differential operators of the corresponding field theory equations. Then spaces of
equivalence modulo a relation of congruence have been constructed on field solu-
tions to establish a theory of the universe that includes the theory QFT (Quantum
Field theory), the SUSY (Super-symmetry theory) and HST (heterotic string theory)
using the sheaves correspondence of differential operators of the field equations and
sheaves of coherent D -modules [1], [2]. The above mentioned correspondence uses
a Zuckerman functor that is a factor of the universal functor of derived sheaves of
Harish-Chandra to the Langlands geometrical program in mirror symmetry [3],[4].
The obtained development includes complexes of D -modules of infinite dimension,
generalizing for this way, the BRST cohomology in this context. With it, the class
of the integrable systems is extended in mathematical physics and the possibility of
obtaining a general theory of integral transforms for the space−time (integral oper-
ator cohomology [5]), and with it the measurement of many of their observables [6].
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Also tends a bridge to complete a classification of the differential operators for the
different field equations using on the base of Verma modules that are classification
spaces of SO(1, n+1) where elements of the Lie algebra sl(1, n + 1) ,are differential
operators, of the equations in mathematical physics [1]. This extension can be given
by a global Langlands correspondence between the Hecke sheaves category on an
adequate moduli stack and the holomorphic LG -bundles category with a special
connection (Deligne connection). The corresponding D-modules may be viewed as
sheaves of conformal blocks (or co-invariants) (images under a version of the Pen-
rose transform [1], [7]) naturally arising in the framework of conformal field theory.

In more general sense, the conjectured to the group SO(1, n+1) [1], and their
application in the obtaining of Cěch complexes obtained in the tacking of strings
through super-conformally spaces P′s, given in the corollary by [3], could establish
that the Penrose-Ward transform is done evident when the inverse images of the
DP -modules that are quasi-coherent Dλ -modules established by the diagram [1]
(Verma modules diagram in this conjecture to the group SO(1, n+1) [1],[8],[9]),
results naturally inside of vector bundle language as image of the degeneration of
cycles given inside of a manifold signed in the equivalences of moduli spaces of the
theorem 4.1 given in [3]. Likewise the duality between string theories (string and
D -branes) stay established through of the intertwining operators of the Penrose
transform in all different dualities field/particle and the conformally and holonomy
levels required in invariance of the space-time field theory. finally we can explain the
relation between certain branes (for example A -branes [4]) and twisted D -modules
on the space moduli MH(G,C) ⊂ BunG(C), resulting to be these relations those
obtained by the functores LΦµ(M) = (g̃ ⊗ C[[t]](U), ∂ + dCE), [2] that from the
deformation theory we want describe deformations with compact support in U.
Then topologically the derived category of the moduli space MFlat(G,C), and the
category of certain branes classes consigned in the moduli space MH(G,C), stay
related, giving place to a class of objects in a moduli space MHiggs(G,C). Then
the geometrical Langlands ramifications are consigned in Hecke correspondences
whose Hecke categories are the given by the theorem 4. 2. [2]. Finally we can to
say, that the techniques of localization functors used to produce global categories of
Hecke eigensheaves from local categories using the technique of integral transform
is accord with the Langlands data structure given by the affine Hecke categories
[10],[11], which are required to conform a representation theory of affine Kac-Moody
algebras that will complete the research on geometrical Langlands correspondence.

2. DERIVED CATEGORIES AND RAMIFICATIONS

The deformed categories to geometrical Langlands ramifications come character-
ized and given by the following result published in [2]:
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Theorem 2.1 (F. Bulnes). The derived category of quasi- G-equivariant -
DG/H -modules shaped with the generalized and extended Verma modules given
by LΦµ(M) = M⊠ ρµ(V), ∀V ∈ (LocL), can be identify for critically twisted sheaf
category of D -modules on moduli stack BunG,y, ∀y ∈ X (singularity) identified by
the Hecke category HG,K,y (geometric Langlands correspondence) if this is an image
of integral transforms acting on ramifications of the Hecke category HG, ∀λ ∈ h∗
(for example HG,λ) on the flag variety G/B, with weight corresponding to twisted
differential operators on BunG,y.
Proof.[2].

The application of the Penrose transform on L BunG, let see which are general-
ized Verma modules of the Langlands geometrical equivalences DBRST (Oper≤n

LG
(Dy))

∼= D×(BunG(
∑

)), which are demonstrated in [2] . But by the conjecture 8, given
in [12], the unique objects that are coefficients of the cohomological space of di-
mension 0, (H0(X,O)), are the Verna modules Vλ(χ), ∀χ ∈ OpL

λ
G.

But Db(g̃KC
− modχ) ∼= Db(QCoh(SpDG

u )), then 1 the Hecke category is of the
Verma modules LΦµ(VW(λ+ρ)−ρ(χy)), ∀ w ǫW which are the ramifications of the
Hecke category HG, ∀λǫh∗.
Now we need some evidences to know explicitly who are these cycles and cocycles,
and under geometrical arguments of their Penrose transforms exhibit them.

In the before equivalences established in this discussion, are supposed the equiva-
lences that from the categorical affine Hecke algebra H = (G(Ky), Iy) (or equiva-
lently the group affine braid associated to LG) intertwine to give the nature actions
on the categories [12]:

Db(Aut
Iy
Eχ

) ∼= Db(QCoh(SpDG
Res(χy)

)), (2.1)

and their corresponding dual

Db(Aut
Iy,µ
Eχ

) ∼= Db(QCoh(S̄p
DG
Res(χy )

)), (2.2)

Then the Hecke eigensheaves 2 on BunG,Iy ′, obtained above via the localizing
functors may be viewed as pull-backs of twisted D -modules on BunG,Iy , (or more
generally extensions of such pull-backs). These extensions are holomorphic twisted
sheaves on the complex flag manifold G/B, corresponding to categorical Hecke
algebra H = (G((t)),K), that acts on g̃KC

− modχ
K [2].

For example, to each integral weight λ, we have the invariant line bundle ℓλ =
G × Cλ, on G/B. Here we have one of the Verma modules LΦµ(VW(λ+ρ)−ρ(χy)),
and their cycles that in this case are complex hyper-lines [2]. Indeed, the line bun-
dle Lλ, on BunG,Iy , is defined in such way that their restriction to each fiber of the
projection p, is isomorphic to ℓλ. Then one solution characterized by the functors
established in the theorem 2. 2, is the integral transform:

P : H•(M,Ωn ⊗ L̃λ) ∼= Ker(U , ∂̄ +Q) (2.3)

1Derived category of quasicoherent sheaves on a suitable DG.
2We interpret the Hecke eigensheaves and Hecke operators (elements of the Hecke algebras [12]

) of the geometric Langlands program in terms of the correlation functions of purely bosonic local

operators in the holomorphic twisted sheaves D−λ,λ on the complex flag manifold SL
(n,n+1)

B
.
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where L̃λ = Lλ ⊗ p∗. Here ∂̄ +Q, can be viewed as the connection of Deligne
+ other thing, 3 [2] belonging to one “twisted” sub-category of D -modules on
the moduli stack with eigenvalues E |X\{y1,...,yn}.Then their geometrical Langlands
ramification in the points {y1, . . . , yn}, is the enveloping of the Langlands corre-
spondence of loop groups obtained of the context of the group LG, of the moduli
space MFlat(G,C). The property of being “twisted” is demonstrated by the argu-
ment of the Penrose transform that involve to the twistor transform in (2.3). The
twistor transform followed of Penrose P(T ), evaluates the kernels of the cohomolog-
ical groups that are isomorphisms in the sense of the equivalences of the Kashiwara
theorem [6],[8],[13].

We consider the following table 1, of derived “twisted” category (corresponding
Hecke category) with their corresponding geometrical Langlands ramification and
their identified co-cycles obtained by the integral transform.

Derived
Twisted
Category

HG,λ

Geometrical
Image:

Holomorphic
LG-bundles

Co-cycles

Haff
G,λ C×-Bundle H \ G̃�K

Complex
Hiper-lines

HG
∼=

(B \G�B)
D×-Bundle B \ G̃�B

Deformable
Cycles or
Orbifolds

Hmon
G

∼= (N \
G�N ), λ = 0

D̃×-Bundle N \ G̃�N

Hyper-planes or
hypersurfaces

H ∼= (G(F ) \
G(AF )�G(O))

DBRST -Bundle G(F ) \
G(AF )�G(O)

Strings
Table 1. Some Hecke categories and their ramifications

3Dcoh(
LBun,D) ∼= Ker(U , ∂̄ + ∇s), then their images under the inverse Penrose trans-

form are elements in sheaves of the category DBRST (Oper≤n
LG

), since by [3] Q2
BRST = 0,

which is equivalent to the application of Cousin cohomology and their involved twistor trans-
form haves kernel isomorphic (this could be in Z(g̃KC

)) to FunOpL(D
×). By the Opers theory

OpL(D×) ∼= proj(D×) × ⊕Ω
⊗(dj+1)

K
, where Ω⊗n

K
, is the space of n-differentials on D×, and

proj(D×), is the Ω⊗2
K

-torsor of projective connections on D×,
which is conformed ∇s. Also we can see the content of the space LocLG

(D×) = {∂t +

A(t)∀A(t)ǫLg((t))}�LG(t). To the case exposed here (that is to say ℓλ), LocLG
(C×). This

is much seemed to the analytic continuation studied in complex variable. In this case is more
complicated, since ∇ + ramifications ,can be viewed as images under functors of the type Φ+
Geometrical hypothesis, using our integral transforms.
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The duality between the cycles and co-cycles comes explained under the Lang-
lands duality and the monodromic Hecke categories class. Indeed, the Hecke cat-
egory HG, that we can identify with HG,0, is a fiber of a natural family of Hecke
categories HG,λ, called the labeled by the infinitesimal character λǫh∨, in the dual
of the Cartan Lie algebra h. The twisted Hecke category HG,λ, consists of the in-
tegral transforms acting on categories of g-modules with infinitesimal character λ,
on the flag manifold G/B. If is regular, such categories are equivalent to categories
of g-modules with infinitesimal character λ, modulo of Weyl group W .

Then we can realize the Hecke category HG,λ, as the monoidal category of D-
modules on with strict (−λ, λ) -monodromy with respect to the left and right actions
of H = G/N . A generalization of this realization with strict (−λ, λ) -monodromy
with respect to the left and right actions on G/N , is given by the following theorem:

Theorem 2.2. The twisted Hecke category Hλ = D−λ,λ(X×Y X) is a perfectly
generated algebra with a canonical pivotal structure. It is self-dual as a Calabi-Yau
algebra.

Proof.[9].�

It follows that Hλ, ∀λǫh∗, is a fully dualizable (as bi-module) Calabi-Yau alge-
bra in stable presentable C-linear ∞- categories, and in particular we obtain a
canonical identification of their Hochschild homology and cohomology categories.
This will be useful to conjecture that the cycles and co-cycles evaluated in the
Hochschild cohomology under generalized Penrose transform image, conform the
Langlands geometrical ramifications in the context of the group LG, of the moduli
space MFlat(

LG,C ), that shape a wrap of a Langlands correspondence for loop
group. This is the case of the flat connections. Their extension realized to Hecke
eigensheaves is given to the case the regular connections.

The corresponding geometrical Langlands correspondence that we want to obtain
is of the type:

Dtwi(loc− sysLG
(χ)) ∼= D(BunG(Σ)), (2.4)

where this twisted sheaf is an extension of the transformed cycles by the classic
Penrose transform [2],[14], and related with twistor transform such and as has been
mentioned before. Here BunG(Σ), is as was defined in [2].

3. PENROSE TRANSFORMS CORRESPONDENCES TO

RAMIFICATIONS

After we generalize the functors RΓH
K , to the functors LΦµ

⊠
, which are the Hecke

functors defined as the integral transforms [2].

LΦµ : Db(LBunG;D) → Db(LBunG;D
×), (3.1)

with the correspondence rule given as:

M 7→ qµ!(ML ⊗ C[dimLHµ]), (3.2)
obtaining certain correspondences between cycles and co-cycles on derived cate-

gories of corresponding DP -modules that are quasi-coherent Dλ -modules ( with the
corresponding character of Hecke category [12],[15]) whose deformed image corre-
spond to some ramifications which can be classified by the following theorem given
in [16],[17].
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Theorem 4.1 (F. Bulnes). Consider the classes of Hecke category HG∧,∞,4

satisfying the geometrical Langlands correspondences given by

DBRST (Oper≤n
LG

(Dy)) ∼= D×(BunG(Σ)), (3.3)

(as was established in [2]). The unique geometrical pictures in field theory to
different cohomological classes of the sheaves in D×(BunG(Σ)), are the co-cycles
(images under different Penrose transform versions):

(1) Orbi-folds or,
(2) Strings as twisted hyper-lines and twisted hyper-planes or,
(3) Super-twistor surfaces (from complex 2- and 3-dimension spaces).

Proof.[17].

4. RESULTS

The corresponding obtained cycles from the deformed derived categories are
generalized flag manifolds that appear in the PI -modules[2], that are in the ram-
ifications give in g̃KC

-modχ, as the sheaf OSPuDG,5 (which to certain conditions
can be Grothendieck alteration [14]) we have that the Penrose transform to these
sheaves is 6:

ΦODG
Spu

(Cu) ∼= Γq2!(OÑL ⊗N Cu) (4.1)

where these images are co-cycles of the ramifications of the category MKC
(g̃, Y ),

which is the Hecke category (deformed derived category) that assigns the ∞ -
categories of quasi-coherent sheaves on the stack Loc LG, of Σ a hypersurface that
is product from twisted categories. But the hypersurface Σ , is the admissible
space-time from a point of view of the B -model string theory where the correspon-
dences between ∞ -categories of quasi-coherent sheaves on the stack Loc LG, of
Σ, and sheaves of D -branes as A -branes are duals under the scheme of Penrose
transform functor by mirror homology [6], since the duality between string theories
and branes (for example strings and D -branes) stay established through of the in-
tertwining operators of the Penrose transform in all different dualities field/particle
and the conformally and holonomy levels required in invariance of the space-time
field theory, resulting to be these relations those obtained by the functores LΦµ

4Here H∧,∞
G , is the Hecke category that assigns the ∞ -categories of quasi-coherent sheaves on

the stack LocLG, of Σ. Also this Hecke category is HG,λ∀λǫh
∗, that is the twisted Hecke category

consisting of the natural integral transforms acting on categories of λ -twisted D -modules of the
flag variety G�B (see the theorem 2.2).This theorem also comes to strengthen the conclusion
obtained in the theorem 3.1, and establish a correspondence between the open curves of the
moduli stacks of G -bundles as BunG,y , and Hecke algebras.

G(t), is the loop group that acts naturally on every one the categories MKC
(g̃, Y ) = g̃KC

−

mod χ, in the Frenkel notation [12],[15],[16].
5Here Spu, is the Springer fiber defined by the space

Spu = {b′ǫLG/LB|uǫb′}
6Here N ǫLg, is the nilpotent cone and Ñ , is the Springer resolution. Both space are used to

construct the Steinberg manifold St.
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(M) [2]. Certain maps from the 2- surface to a super-manifold give Σ, is the re-
sulted that is obtained from the 2- dimensional A -branes models, for example in
electromagnetism by moduli space MHiggs(G,C).

Physically the super-manifold is interpreted as the space-time and each map is
interpreted as the embedding of the string in space-time.

A B -model with target the moduli space MFlat(LG,C), and an A -model with
target M(G,H;ωk), are isomorphic. Then by the MO-duality 7 is implied that
MFlat(LG,C), and MH(G,C), (on the correponding symplectic structure ωK) con-
forms a mirror pair. Then Through the induced equivalences inside of the moduli
space MH(G,C), where

MHiggs(G,C) = T
∨
V BunC(Σ), (4.2)

is satisfied, is necessary to define certain ramification corresponding to the con-
nection ∇s, such that having a vector bundle P ∗

C
V , on C×T∨

V BunC(Σ), that comes
equipped with a Higgs field φǫH 0(C×T∨

V BunC(Σ)), characterized uniquely by the
property that for every θǫT∨

V BunC(Σ)), we have φ |C×{θ}= θ, which is not sim-
ple coincidence since the spectral cover comes equipped with a natural line bundle
L̃λ = Lλ ⊗ p∗(V), as was mentioned in the Penrose transform given in (2.3). How-
ever the line bundle restricted to a spectral curve to the spectral cover (P ∗

C
V , φ),

not admits a holomorphic connection 8 Then must be induced said line bundle on
the part of DG/H -modules (that is to say, the corresponding D -module that is
sheaf of sections of certain line bundle that is divisor of a line bundle on BunG)
such that the component of line bundle, given by P ∗

C
V , let be factor of a canonical

line bundle on BunG, corresponding to the critical level. Then due the generalized
geometries that can be obtained through the DG/H -modules (for the mirror theory
induced by the Hitchin moduli space [4]) and considering the Higgs nature of the
fields obtained by this procedure [1],[17] we can establish the following result:

Theorem(F.Bulnes) 4.1.Considering(8) and φ |C×{θ}= θ, defined before we
have

M(LG,C) = MHiggs(
LG,C)K1/2, (4.3)

where K1/2, is the square root of the bundle of lines on BunG, corresponding to
the critical level.

Proof. We consider the complex Riemannian manifold as M = MH(G,C), with
the symplectic structure for ωk

9.Thus if we let

7Montonen-Olive duality. Plantee dualities between strings and branes from the possibility of
give an analogy in gauge theory of the symmetry interchanging the electric and magnetic fields
in Maxwell’s equations. This possibility is given by the Hitchin moduli space whose equivalences
can be induced in the gauge field context to obtain a moduli space MH iggs(G,C).

8We given an extending method through integral transforms of this spectral decomposition
to the case of all connections with regular singularities. The case to the irregular connections
possibly is necessary we refer to the category of critically twisted D -modules on line bundle on
BunG,y,n, obtained by pullback of the line bundle K1/2, on BunG.

9Remember that by the MO-duality implies that MFlat(LG,C), and M(G,H;ωk, with sym-
plectic structure ωk, are a mirror pair. That means that can be translated and rotated in such a
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F = ωJ = 2
e2

∫
C
Trδφ ∧ ∗δA,

inside the conformal structure of the equivalences of the moduli spaceMFlat(
LG,C),

we can have to gauge fields A, that:

e2F = F̃ , (4.4)

which is a flat connection corresponding to a lines bundle K̃ (of fact F, is a
connection defined uniquely if MH(G,C), is simply connect, then to two such
connections, are differ by flat connection). For one side K, is a canonical line
bundle of BunG. Furthermore,

MH(G,C) ∼= MHiggs(G,C), (4.5)

where the complex structure I, of M, is defined by

IF = ω−1
K ωJ = I , (4.6)

whose holomorphic corresponding coordinates are the gauge field pairs(A,φ).

For other side, considering the twistor transform to relate the cohomological de-
scription established between the lines bundle L̃, over MHiggs(G,C), and the lines
bundle L, over M(G,C), 10 (necessary to explain the relation between A -branes
and twisted D -modules on M(G,C) ⊂ BunG(C)) we can have the isomorphism
11 [2]:

T : Hd
[L](X, L̃) −→

∼= Hd−1(X − L̃, L̃), (4.7)

then due to that we had considered to our space-time as MH(G,C), then from
the isomorphism between Harish-Chandra modules (4.7) there is a factor whose
co-dimension of MH(G,C), is the given by the dimension dimM(G,C), and, save
the dimG

12, that must appear in the dimension of both moduli space members,
we have:

K̃2M(G,C) = MHiggs(G,C)K, (4.8)

way that the two objects together possess mirror symmetry, i.e., one is the mirror image of the
other one.

10Moduli space of stable G-bundles
11As the corresponding D -modules that are of our interest are the twisted as was mentioned,

the differential operators on BunG,y , are acting on a line bundle L̃λ, which is the twistor imagen
of the integral transform P(τ), given by
P : H d−1(X − L, L̃) ∼= Ker(U, D̃λ,y),
which is a Penrose transform of co-cycles in X − L̃.

12Remember that the space MH (G,C), is a non-compact manifold of dimension 4(g-1)dim G,
with singularities.
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when

K̃ = IFK, (4.9)

Of fact, the projections, define a mapping from MH(G,C), to BunG(C), to the
case (4.5). Then we can write to the canonical line bundle K , that:

MH(G,C) → BunG(c) |K , (4.10)

In particular if we consider the mapping from MH(G,C), to BunG(C), restricted
to line bundle K1/2, we can replaces the stack BunG(C), by the moduli space
M(G,C) [4] and we have the relation (4.8). Only is necessary to prove that indeed,
the searched K, is K1/2, in the dualizing of (4.8). Then the pre-image of M(G,C),
that is MH(G,C), can be intended as the cotangent bundle to M(G,C). If we
take the φ = 0, that is to say, the zero section of the cotangent bundle of M(G,C),
then the D− module is simply the sheaf of sections of K1/2. Indeed, here the lines
bundle K, belong to the spacePic(X), where ∀ζǫ Picg−1(X), we have ζ⊗2 = ωC ,
where ζ⊗(X) = ω

1/2
C (X), and also the corresponding D− modules are the corre-

sponding to the sheaves relation ω
1/2
C (X) = ν1/2(BunG), where the first member

is the square root of the sheaf ωC(X) = ωM(G,C)(X) which is the dualizing sheaf
ν1/2(BunG) that is to say, the sheaf of the g -modules of critical level âĂĲlivingâĂİ
over the space OpLG

(D×) 13 of LG− opers. Then the K, searched is K1/2, and are
the LG− opers. Then (4.8) takes the form

IFKM(G,C) = MHiggs(G,C)K1/2, (4.11)

and given that (4.10) is complied then we can replace the space moduli for stack
moduli BunG(C). Of fact, the deformed version of stack LocLG

, is generated by
the ωk. And by the mirror theory MH(G,C;ωk), is the corresponding dual to
MFlat(

LG,C). Then in the deformed algebra, the algebra Ext•LocLG
(OOpLG

;OOpLG
),

collapses to C. This means that H•(BunG, Dλ) ∼= C, ∀ Dλ, Dµ
14 which agrees with

the flatness of the space when we have the lines bundle MHiggs(G,C)K1/2, whose
polynomials on this bundle are of certain degree (for example k+l) equal to the
corresponding to the member when we have IFKM(G,C). Of fact this decompo-
sition or factorization IFKM(G,C), of the Moduli space MH(G,C), (which is our
non-compact manifold with singularities) is the decomposition of the space-time as
images in the dual by the Penrose transform which can be varieties 15 where their
moduli components can be super-projective spaces, for example, M(P3, 0) ∼= P3|4

[3]. Then we have in the duality that IFKM(LG,C) = M(LG,C), and using the
LG− opers, in the relative of the second member of (4.11), we have finally (4.3).

13In the sheaves space OpLG
(D×), is satisfied that H•(BunG,Os) =

Ext•LocLG

(OOpLG
;OOpLG

).
14Here we have used 2.4.
15Components where exists flatness due the holonomicity and conformably of M, in those

scales.
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Precisely, the twisted sheaves are the obtained by the Penrose transform consid-
ered in the page foot 11.

What happen with the ramifications ∇s, to the case H•(LG, L̃λ⊗P ∗(K1/2)⊕L⊗2)?
Geometrical correspondences cannot be determined because ∇s, is not holomor-
phic?
We can consider some extensions of moduli stacks and a corresponding induced
bundle of lines.
From the Theorem 4. 1, is clear that the ramification to the part of connection ∇s,
must be inside the context of the moduli space MHiggs(

LG,C). The induced lines
bundle must be one from (4.2) with the condition of that it must be a divisor of
holomorphic vector bundle.

Theorem(F.Bulnes). 4.2. If ∇s, has moduli stack L̃λ = L⊗2, where L⊗2, is
the sub-bundle of lines

L⊗2 ∼= L̃[C̄hV
(θ)] ⊗ ζ⊗−(n−1), (4.12)

where C̄V → C×T v
V Bun, is simply the cover of (p∗CV, φ), and hence comes equipped

with a natural line bundle L̃λ, such that πV ∗L̃λ = p∗CV , then their generalized Pen-
rose transform (which is a PenroseWard transform) comes given by

H0(LG,Γ(U,O)) ∼= Ker(U, p∗∇+ τ(∇)), (4.13)

Proof. We coonsider τ(∇), as the meromorphic connection given in [18],[19]. This
connection will can be holomorphic if comes given as τ(∇) ⊗ Id + Id ⊗D, in the
sub-bundle of lines N ⊗ p∗ζ⊗−(n−1). Then considering V = K1/2 (this we can take
since if we consider L⊗ρ ⊂ L⊗2, ∀ρ ⊂ Q and if sǫΓ(U,L⊗ρ) is a global section in
some rational power of L, as K1/2) we have:

P : H0(LG, L̃λ ⊗ p∗(K1/2)⊕ L⊗2) = H0(LG, L̃λ ⊕ L⊗2)
∼= Ker(U, τ(∇) ⊗ Id+ Id⊗D) = Ker(U, τ(∇) + p∗∇),

where is had the Penrose transform (4.13).
The details on the holomorphicity of the connection τ(∇)⊗ Id+ Id⊗D, can be

seeing in [18].

5. CONCLUSIONS

The corresponding factorization of the moduli space M(LG,C), is necessary to
exhibit the flatness of the Cousin complexes that appears in this factorable process
(and that are re-interpreted by the Penrose transform as varieties whose zeros are
roots of the corresponding polynomials on bundle of lines) due to the holonomicity
and conformably of M in the field theory scale nearest to the Higgs fields. Then
by local cohomology [20] we can inquire using the corollary given in [3], the co-
homology of P3, through moduli spaces modulo M(P3, 0). Then for geometrical
Langlands program, ramifications correspond extensions of induced moduli stacks
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where meromorphic connections are induced to holomorphic connections. Thus
in the context of the Penrose transforms is available to obtain the different coho-
mological solution classes of the field equations including the singularities of the
space-time in an algebraic frame with a geometrical image on twisted lines bundles.
We when set L̃λ = Lλ⊗p∗(K1/2), we are establishing a corresponding sheaf Dλ

k,Iy
of

L̃λ twisted differential operators on the moduli space BunG,Iy , well-defined, which
is our deformed sheaf necessary to establish the geometrical correspondences be-
tween objects of moduli stacks and differential operators that require meromorphic
connections to determine the holomorphic connections of the corresponding derived
category. Other method to establish a justification on the nature of our twisted de-
rived category and their elements as ramifications of a field (to the field equations)
is the followed through the Yoneda algebra [21],[22] where is searched extends the
action of the endomorphism End(Vcritical), through the Lie algebra action ĝ, that
is the degree zero part that we want, that is to say, the first member of the Penrose
transform (4.13) of their isomorphism must be H0(ĝ[[z]],Vcritical). We identify in
the final part of the demonstration of the theorem 4. 1, that with functions on
OpLG

(D×), central elements as IFK, act via their restriction to the sub-variety
OpLG

, of opers on Σ. Then the Yoneda extension algebra must be understood as a
projective Harish-Chandra module to the pair (ĝ, G[[z]]), (to z, a singular point of
manifold Z). Then H0(ĝ[[z]],Vcritical) = C[OpLG

(D×)].
P -Penrose tranform

D× -Twisted sheaf of differential operators to our Oper, given by LocLG
(D×).

K1/2 - Root square of the canonical line bundle on BunG, corresponding to the
critical level. This is a divisor vector bundle.

BunG(X) -Category of principal G - bundles over C × X. Also is the moduli
stack of principal G -bundles over C.

LocLG
(D×) -Set of equivalence classes of LG -bundles with a connection on D×.

This space shape a bijection with the set of gauge equivalence classes of the ramified
operators, as defined in [15],[16].

DBRST - the derived category on D -modules of QBRST -operators applied to the
geometrical Langlands correspondence to obtain the âĂĲquantumâĂİ geometrical
Langlands correspondence.

HG− ∼= (B \G�B), of bi-equivariant D -modules on a complex reductive group
G.

D×(BunG(Σ)) -It’s the category of the twisted Hecke categories HG,λ.

ChG,[λ] -Character sheaves used as Drinfeld centers in derived algebraic geome-
try. Their use connects different cohomologies in the Hecke categories context.
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MHiggs(
LG,C) -Moduli space of the dualizing of the Higgs fields, that is to say,

quasi-coherent D-modules. Usually said quasi-coherent D-modules are coherent D-
modules as D-branes.

MHiggs(G,C) -Moduli space of the Higgs fields. Their fields are the θǫT v
V BunC(Σ))
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